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SELF HELP

LEAD

50 models for success in work and life
John Greenway, Andy Blacknell & Andy Coombe
An essential companion you’ll refer to often on your personal and professional
journey through life
A coach or mentor gives you space to reflect and provokes you to action. The authors
of LEAD have created this book as a virtual coach, enabling you to both self-coach and
mentor others. It skillfully shares timeless principles, inspiring stories, and practical
models that you can apply directly to your situation whether you are taking the lead
at work, in society, or at home. The book makes clear, however, from the outset that
it isn’t all going to be smooth sailing. There will be many twists and turns, because life
isn’t a straight line. How you “think and do” in those twists and turns will be pivotal to
both your growth as a leader and to your success. This reliable resource contains 50
models that provide you with ideas and tools to sharpen your thinking and activate
ISBN: 978-0-85708-791-1
Paper  264pp  Sep 2018
€TBA

your doing as you navigate your way through life. Engaging and informative, LEAD will
make a huge, lasting, and international impact upon how people lead themselves,
their teams, and their organisations.
Enables, equips and inspires leaders to navigate their unique personal and
professional journeys with greater awareness, skill, and success
Written by a team of respected experts in this field
Offer an effective framework for leading in a variety of situations
Puts modern leadership skill sin perspective

About the Authors
John Greenway has over twenty-five years’ experience of working with business
leaders to build winning teams.
Andy Blacknell currently runs his own consulting business, Blacknell Ventures.
Andy Coombe leads Kairos Consultancy which focuses on leadership and
organisational development. He is also engaged in executive coaching, mediation,
and large event facilitation.

Also Available Titles
Stop Talking, Start
Doing
A Kick in the Pants in Six
Parts
Shaa Wasmund & Richard
Newton
ISBN: 978-0-85708-173-5
€9.99
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Get Things Done
What Stops Smart People
Achieving More and How
You Can Change
Robert Kelsey
ISBN: 978-0-85708-308-1
€10.99

The Little Black Book
for Managers
How to Maximize Your Key
Management Moments of
Power
John Cross, Rafael Gomez
& Kevin Money
ISBN: 978-1-118-74423-9
€12.99

Offline
Unplugging Your Brain in a Digital World
Imran Rashid & Soren Kenner
Essential advice on how to unplug from our devices and reconnect with our
surroundings
Millions, if not billions of people all over the globe are quickly becoming digital
junkies. This problem affects your attention, concentration, and your ability to be
present. It also has a detrimental impact on your physical and mental health. In fact,
these risks may soon become the ultimate predictor of human mortality. In a time
where our work is becoming increasingly self-driven and the office is always in our
pocket, we need to redefine what work-life balance really is. In this new book, Imran
Rashid highlights how you can regain control of your life by planning more efficiently
against your impulses and, consequently, better protect your brain. With its new
FLOW concept, this accessible guide provides you with simple solutions to sleep
ISBN: 978-0-85708-793-5
Paper  240pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

properly, exercise, and prioritise your time with family and friends.
Effectively explores the impact of ever-present technology on our everyday lives
Provides proven tips for taking control back from technology
Offers insights into how constantly being “online” can affect our brain; our health;
and the way we work, learn, and socialize
Focuses more on “what people need” rather than “what technology can do for you”

About the Authors
Dr. Imran Rashid has a rare background as both an experienced IT-entrepreneur and
a qualified family physician. He is now an independent consultant under the business
name Sunddigital.dk.
Soren Kenner is an expert in online marketing and a successful entrepreneur. In
1994, he founded Medialog, an integrated marketing agency which he later sold in
what remains the largest agency deal in Denmark to this day.

Also Available Titles
Sort Your Brain Out
Boost Your Performance,
Manage Stress and
Achieve More
Jack Lewis & Adrian
Webster
ISBN: 978-0-85708-537-5
€10.99

The Little Book of
Clarity

Mindfulness
Pocketbook

A Quick Guide to Focus
and Declutter Your Mind

Little Exercises for a
Calmer Life

Jamie Smart

Gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-606-8
€12.90

ISBN: 978-0-85708-589-4
€11.90
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MARKETING

Authentic Marketing

How to Capture Hearts and Minds by Embracing the
Power of Good
Larry Weber
W2 Group, Inc.
Engage on a deeper level by disrupting the typical business development script
Authentic Marketing offers a forward-thinking approach to achieving an entirely new level of
engagement with today’s purpose-driven and skeptical audiences. The heart of this process
involves finding the soul of your organization. When moral purpose becomes central to your
organization, it can deliver benefits to both the bottom line and mankind: a profit meets
ISBN: 978-1-119-51375-9
Cloth  256pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

purpose proposition. With a world of options at their fingertips, today’s purpose-driven
customers want a brand they can identify with and trust. Authentic Marketing shows you
how to make your brand more human, more likeable, and more genuine, and guides you on
how to connect with audiences on a moral level.
Shows you how to transform your business by putting moral purpose to work for your
stakeholders and the planet

About the Author
Larry Weber is a globally known expert on public relations and marketing services who
founded multiple successful public relations and interactive marketing agencies, and cofounded the largest interactive advocacy organization in the world.

LE ADER SHIP & MANAGEMENT

Elite

High Performance Lessons and Habits from a Former
Navy SEAL
Nick Hays
A former Navy SEAL shares his insights on what it takes excel in business and in life
Elite: High Performance Lessons and Habits from a Former Navy SEAL provides the necessary
tools to develop a strategy that will take leaders to the next level. Before a leader can lead
or build a team he or she must go through their own self-discovery. This book explores
processes that the author has learned in the SEAL teams, from professional athletic
coaches, CEO’s, and from Harvard Business School that can be easily integrated into your
ISBN: 978-1-119-53809-7
Cloth  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

personal and professional life.
Highlights how you can raise your potential, your performance, and your game
Written by a former Navy SEAL who know what it takes to excel in, and adapt to, the most
difficult situations possible

About the Author
Nick Hays served his country proudly as a Navy SEAL for ten years where he was awarded
the Bronze Star. The focus of his organization (Elite Team Performance) is on providing
teams and leaders with the tools necessary to function at the highest level.
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The Fearless Organization

Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for
Learning, Innovation, and Growth
Amy C. Edmondson
Conquer the most essential adaptation to the knowledge economy
Psychological Safety at Work: How to Ensure Learning and Innovation in the Knowledge
Economy offers practical guidance for teams and organizations who are serious about
success in the modern economy. With so much riding on innovation, creativity, and spark,
it is essential to attract and retain quality talent--but what good does this talent do if no
one is able to speak their mind? The traditional culture of ‘fitting in’ and ‘going along’ spells
ISBN: 978-1-119-47724-2
Cloth  272pp  Dec 2018
€32.90

doom in the knowledge economy. Success requires a continuous influx of new ideas, new
challenges, and critical thought, and the interpersonal climate must not suppress, silence,
ridicule or intimidate. Not every idea is good, and yes there are stupid questions, and yes
dissent can slow things down, but talking through these things is an essential part of the
creative process. People must be allowed to voice half-finished thoughts, ask questions
from left field, and brainstorm out loud; it creates a culture in which a minor flub or
momentary lapse is no big deal.

About the Author
Amy C. Edmondson (Boston, MA; www.hbs.edu) is the Novartis Professor of Leadership
and Management at the Harvard Business School.

The Joy in Business

Innovative Ideas to Find Positivity (and Profit) in Your
Daily Work Life
Joy Baldridge
Learn to approach work and life with a positive outlook that yields heightened
productivity and strengthened relationships
The Joy in Business provides you with an abundance of practical and immediately applicable
life-changing ideas as well as inspirational, thought-provoking, and entertaining stories
and quotes. Each chapter is designed to be read and absorbed in a very short amount of
time. This, in and of itself, is of great benefit to the reader because, who has time to better
ISBN: 978-1-119-52857-9
Cloth  200pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

one’s self today, with work and life moving at lightning speed. This reliable resource offers
you an abundance of time-tested formulas that can instantly be used to solve common and
uncommon day-to-day issues.
Highlights how to see problems and obstacles with new eyes and sustain a positive
attitude regardless of circumstances or situations
Created by a world-renowned self-management expert who helps the best companies in
the world become even better

About the Author
Joy Baldridge has been working with the best corporations, organizations, and associations
in the world for the past twenty-five years with the sole goal of helping the best become
even better at increasing productivity and profitability.
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The Power of Understanding Yourself

The Key to Self-Discovery, Personal Development, and
Being the Best You
Dave Mitchell
Get the best out of yourself with the insights found here
Designed as both a companion piece to author Dave Mitchell’s previous book, The Power of
Understanding People, and a stand-alone work, Extracting “Me”: The Power of Understanding
Yourself provides you with a blueprint for examining your true purpose and approach to life,
as well as a map for your journey to personal happiness, professional success, and societal
contribution. This book explores personal attributes related to interactive style, diving
deeper into the concepts from the author’s previous book, provides exercises for exploring

ISBN: 978-1-119-51633-0
Cloth  256pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

everyone’s reason for being, and encourages you to pursue specific personal development
goals to become your best self.
Through storytelling and experiential exercises, Mitchell helps you gain insight into your
own unique personality and teaches you how to use it to get the best out of yourself in
business and life
Written by a respected expert in the fields of performance and leadership
Utilizes proven principles in applied performance and cognitive psychology

About the Author
Dave Mitchell is an international speaker, trainer, consultant, writer, and entrepreneur. He
founded the Leadership Difference, Inc. in 1995.

We

Men, Women, and the Decisive Formula for Winning at Work
Rania H. Anderson

A game changing book about how men and women can work together to achieve business success
The inertia of traditional social roles exerts a powerful pull on people of both genders. Until just recently,
with the #MeToo movement, most women have been unwilling to speak up too loudly for fear of risking
their jobs. Now that many have, men are even more confused about how to act. This timely book offers
overt explanations and solutions that you can easily implement. Along the way, this reliable guide reveals
how those who want to change the in-office behavior of their teams and companies can do so in a fashion
that will allow men and women to work together to realize their full potential.
ISBN: 978-1-119-52469-4  Cloth  €TBA  Oct 2018  208pp

BUSINESS SKILLS

#MakeoverMonday

Improving How We Visualize and Analyze Data, One Chart at a Time
Andy Kriebel & Eva Murray

This book is an extension of that project, featuring a variety of makeovers that showcase various
approaches to data communication and a focus on the analytical, design and storytelling skills that have
been developed through #MakeoverMonday. Paging through the makeovers ignites immediate inspiration
for your own work, provides insight into different perspectives, and highlights the techniques that truly
make an impact.

Explore the many approaches to visual data communication

Think beyond the data and consider audience, stakeholders, and message

Design your graphs to be intuitive and more communicative
ISBN: 978-1-119-51077-2  Paper  €41.90  Oct 2018  320pp
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Consumer

PERSONAL ENRICHMENT

iPad For Seniors For Dummies
11th Edition
iPad For
Seniors For
Dummies

Dwight Spivey
Easy tips on understanding your iPad
An iPad can be so many things: an entertainment hub, a way to stay in touch with the world, a
productivity tool, and much more. iPad For Seniors For Dummies focuses on helping iPad users who are
experienced in life but not in technology. This friendly, easy-to-follow guide gets to the essentials of firing
up any model of iPad, connecting to the Internet, and using applications to play games, watch movies,
listen to music, chat via video, update your social accounts, read the news, or just about anything else
you’d want to do.
ISBN: 978-1-119-53914-8  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  384pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-41724-8
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Finance & Accounting

ACCOUN T ING & AUDI T ING

J.K. Lasser’s Your Income Tax 2019
For Preparing Your 2018 Tax Return
J. K. Lasser
The nation’s most trusted tax guide, updated for your 2018 returns
J.K. Lasser’s Your Income Tax 2019 is the nation’s most trusted tax guide, updated to help
you prepare your 2018 return. Step-by-step expert guidance walks you through the forms,
calculations, and deadlines to help you file your taxes without the headaches. New changes
including tax laws, IRS rulings, court decisions, and more are explained in plain English,
backed by examples of how they apply to individual taxpayers like yourself. Explore your
options in terms of deductions, income shelters, and planning strategies to maximize your

Series: J.K. Lasser
ISBN: 978-1-119-53271-2
Paper  848pp  Nov 2018
€TBA
Previous Edition:
978-1-119-38008-5

savings and keep more of your money—without wading through volumes of dense tax code.
This comprehensive yet accessible guide is your handbook for making your tax filing for
2018 easier than you thought possible.
Discover how the latest changes from the IRS affect your return
Receive trusted advice for maximizing deductions and sheltering income

About the Author
J.K. Lasser Institute has been the premier publisher of consumer tax guides since 1939.

J.K. Lasser’s 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2019
Your Complete Guide to Everything Deductible
Barbara Weltman
IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.

A complete guide to individual tax relief opportunities
J.K. Lasser’s 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks 2019 is a thorough guide to reducing your tax burden. By
listing every possible deduction and credit available to individual taxpayers, this book can help you
achieve substantial savings on your 2018 tax return. Updated and expanded to cover new and changing
tax law, this edition also includes an e-supplement covering the latest developments from Congress and
the IRS to keep you fully up-to-date. Mine your paperwork for write-off opportunities, and claim your tax
breaks correctly.
Series: J.K. Lasser  ISBN: 978-1-119-52158-7  Paper  €TBA  Dec 2018  464pp  Previous Edition: 9781-119-38048-1

J.K. Lasser’s Small Business Taxes 2019
Your Complete Guide to a Better Bottom Line
Barbara Weltman
IDG Books Worldwide, Inc.

Maximize your bottom line with the nation’s most trusted small business tax guide
J.K. Lasser’s Small Business Taxes 2019 is the small business owner’s ultimate guide to a money-saving,
stress-free tax season. Providing straightforward advice from the nation’s most trusted tax expert on
small business taxes, this book gives you the answers you need quickly, with clear, concise guidance.
Updated to cover changes from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and other legislation, this edition also includes
an e-supplement covering additional developments from Congress and the IRS to keep you fully up-todate.
Series: J.K. Lasser  ISBN: 978-1-119-51154-0  Paper  €24.90  Dec 2018  656pp  Previous Edition:
978-1-119-38041-2
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Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Ervin L. Black & Mark L. Zyla
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

Concepts, methods, and issues in calculating the fair value of intangibles
Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets is a guide to one of the most challenging aspects of
business valuation. Not only must executives and valuation professionals understand the complicated
set of rules and practices that pertain to intangibles, they must also be able to recognize when to apply
them. Inside, you’ll find these many complexities clarified. Additionally, this book assists professionals
in overcoming the difficulties of intangible asset accounting, such as the lack of market quotes and the
conflicts among various valuation methodologies.
Series: Wiley Corporate F&A  ISBN: 978-1-119-15715-1  Cloth  €77.90  Oct 2018  272pp

Transfer Pricing

Alternative Practical Strategies
Philip W. Carmichael

Improve corporate profits through alternative transfer pricing strategies
Transfer Pricing presents a case study based upon a fictional company to showcase the preparation
of a transfer pricing study that meets regulatory needs. This case study focuses on three alternative
strategies to transfer pricing: advance-pricing agreements, cost sharing agreements, and the use of joint
ventures. Engaging and informative, Transfer Pricing gives you an overview of what transfer pricing is, and
offers three effective strategies that you can leverage to improve corporate profits when determining
transfer pricing models.
Series: Wiley Corporate F&A  ISBN: 978-1-119-15711-3  Cloth  €89.90  Jan 2019  336pp

FINANCE TEST PREP

Machine Learning and Big Data with KDB+/Q
Paul A. Bilokon & Jan Novotny

Machine
Learning and
Big Data with
KDB+/Q


CONTENT (CORE) – The book is intended for our core quant audience and knowledge network, but it also
is a book aimed at electronic and algorithmic traders and programmers supporting this trading, which
means that it also fits into the data and Fintech categories.

SPEAKING AND SOCIAL MEDIA – Extensive speaking schedule. For 2016 this includes The Trading Show
(London) http://www.terrapinn.com/conference/tradingshow/our-story.stm; Global Derivatives 2016 (lead
of stream on algorithmic market making) http://globalderivativeslive.com/need-know-algorithmic-marketmaker/; various Thalesians events; Jan is a frequent presenter at academic events and conferences.
Series: Wiley Finance  ISBN: 978-1-119-40475-0  Cloth  €77.90  Dec 2018  350pp

GENER AL FINANCE & INVESTING

Advanced Strategies for Financial Services Compliance
Advanced
Strategies for
Financial
Services
Compliance

Peter Haines

Practical guidance on managing the complex compliance issues faced by financial services firms
Advanced Strategies for Financial Services Compliance outlines the more advanced issues compliance
officers are likely to face, including conflicts of interest, Chinese walls and above the wall conditions,
conduct risk, market manipulation, bribery and corruption, and advanced anti-money laundering.
The book then goes on to offer guidance on techniques and approaches for managing the compliance
function and its relationships with internal and external stakeholders, including inherent quality of
controls, handling relations with regulators, dealing with difficult people, reporting, and training.
ISBN: 978-1-119-35895-4  Cloth   Jan 2019  256pp
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Corporate Financial Distress, Restructuring, and Bankruptcy
Corporate
Financial
Distress,
Restructuring,
and Bankruptcy

Predict and Avoid Bankruptcy, Analyze and Invest in Distressed Debt, 4th Edition
Edward I. Altman, Edith Hotchkiss & Wui Wang
New York University

Important insights on corporate bankruptcy, credit default, and credit risk
Corporate Financial Distress, Restructuring, and Bankruptcy is considered the most authoritative finance
book on the subject. In this newly revised Fourth Edition, credit and corporate bankruptcy experts Ed
Altman and Edith Hotchkiss update and expand upon all essential markets and issues. In addition to
expanded empirical and descriptive aspects of bankruptcy and credit analysis, they offer state-of-the-art
analysis and research on the costs of bankruptcy, credit default prediction, bankruptcy and distressed
restructuring, and the post-emergence period performance of bankrupt firms.
Series: Wiley Finance  ISBN: 978-1-119-48180-5  Cloth  €105.00  Jan 2019  400pp  Previous Edition:
978-0-471-69189-1

Financial Independence (Getting to Point X)

A Comprehensive Tax-Smart Wealth Management Guide, 2nd Edition
John J. Vento

Discover how the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 will change your journey to financial
independence—and what you need to do now to take advantage of the new law
Financial Independence (Getting to Point X) offers practical, time-tested advice for reaching your financial
goals—whatever they may be. Whether you’re recovering from debt, putting kids through college,
planning for retirement, starting your own business, or just seeking a healthier financial outlook, this
book shows you how to get it done.
ISBN: 978-1-119-51034-5  Cloth  €42.90  Sep 2018  480pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-46021-4

Modern Computational Finance
AAD and Parallel Simulations
Antoine Savine & Leif Andersen

An engaging guide to modern computational finance
In this timely guide, the technology of Automatic Algorithmic Differentiation (AAD), crucial for an
efficient production of financial risks, is explained in detail across six chapters that gently lead you from
the theoretical foundations to the most complex areas of an efficient implementation. Along the way,
it provides a complete, pedagogical understanding of this ground-breaking technology, its practical
implementation in C++, and its use in the context of financial simulations.
ISBN: 978-1-119-53945-2  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  240pp

Short Selling for the Long Term
Joseph Parnes

How a Combination of Short and Long Positions Leads to Investing Success
This book explains the methods used by author Joseph Parnes, CEO of Technomart, to obtain consistent
returns in the stock market. Most investors fail to surpass the Standard and Poor stock average, but
Parnes has repeatedly done so over the past three decades. This book outlines his method of stock
assessment, ultimately providing a consistent formula. Parnes advocates the use of short selling in
combination with long positions, so advisors and individual investors alike can profit in both rising and
falling markets.
ISBN: 978-1-119-52776-3  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  304pp
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T. Rowe Price

The Man, The Company, and The Investment Philosophy
Cornelius C. Bond

The inside story of Thomas Rowe Price, Jr. and the investment firm that bears his name
In this book, author Cornelius Bond—who spent ten formative years working directly with the firm’s
founder, T. Rowe Price—tells the full story of how Price, a modest and ethical man, built the company
bearing his name, for the first time. From previously private and unpublished personal and corporate
records, you’ll gain direct access to the creative process behind Price’s phenomenally successful approach
to investing.
ISBN: 978-1-119-53126-5  Cloth  €TBA  Dec 2018  320pp

The Conceptual Foundations of Investing
A Short Book of Need-to-Know Essentials

Bradford Cornell, Andrew Cornell & Shaun Cornell
Complete coverage of the conceptual foundations of investing
There are a host of investment mistakes that can be avoided by understanding the conceptual
foundations of this discipline. One example involves the trade-off between risk and return. Contrary
to popular belief, it is actually possible to bear a great deal of risk and get no benefit from that.
Understanding the conceptual foundations of finance makes it clear why this is so and, thereby, helps an
investor avoid bearing uncompensated risks.
ISBN: 978-1-119-51629-3  Cloth  €TBA  Oct 2018  304pp

The Wealth Dragon Way

The Why, the When and the How to Become Infinitely Wealthy, 2nd Edition
The Wealth
Dragon Way

John Lee & Vincent Wong
ViryaNet, Carrollton, Texas

Stop procrastinating and become financially free, by building asset-based wealth and creating
passive income
Part motivational, part informational, The Wealth Dragon Way, Second Edition will change your whole
perspective on wealth and your personal growth potential. This book discusses both moral and monetary
wealth, and looks at how we are easily misled and influenced by media-driven myths surrounding money,
debunking notions such as the idea that there is no truly moral way to become wealthy.
ISBN: 978-1-119-53312-2  Paper  €TBA  Dec 2018  240pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-119-07783-1

Understanding Business Valuation Workbook

A Practical Guide To Valuing Small To Medium Sized Businesses
Gary R. Trugman

The companion Workbook to Understanding Business Valuation, Fifth Edition
Understanding Business Valuation Workbook, Fifth Edition, covers the various valuation approaches,
methods, and techniques found in the main text. It offers valuable practice in perfecting your
understanding of a very technical and complex area of practice by including real-world experience and
examples throughout its pages. Suitable for all experience levels, you will find valuable information that
identifies critical points in the content, and which will help you improve and fine-tune your everyday
activities in the business valuation arena.
Series: AICPA  ISBN: 978-1-945498-95-4  Paper  €TBA  Sep 2018  288pp
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INVES TMENT MANAGEMENT

The Little Book of Investing Like the
Pros
The Little Book of
Investing Like the Pros

Five Steps for Picking Stocks
Joshua Rosenbaum

Valuation is the key to smart investing – this book shows you how
The Little Book of Investing Like the Pros gives individual investors a crash course in the
tools and techniques used on Wall Street. Written by two expert practitioners at UBS, this
book provides real, effective, practical guidance that allows investors to take a hands-on
approach to the market. Readers will learn the four mission-critical valuation methods

Series: Little Books. Big
Profits

that professionals lean on, empowering them with the skills and understanding to take on

ISBN: 978-1-118-28140-6
Cloth  320pp  Oct 2018
€25.90

the challenge of choosing the best stocks, armed with the same insights as Wall Street’s
smartest analysts. Valuation ratios say a lot about an investment’s potential, and this book
explains how individuals can put expert techniques to work for themselves.
The Little Book of Investing Like the Pros puts expert tools in the hands of individuals, helping
them understand and effectively use the same techniques that give the pros a decided
edge.

About the Authors
Joshua N. Rosenbaum (New York, NY) is an Executive Director in UBS Investment Bank’s
Global Industrials Group. He received his BA from Harvard University and his MBA, with
Baker Scholar honors, from the Harvard Business School.

Introduction to Private Equity
3rd Edition

Cyril Demaria

Introduction to
Private Equity

An accessible guide to the private equity industry
Introduction to Private Equity, Third Edition is a critical yet grounded guide to the private equity industry.
Far more than just an introductory guide, the book blends academic rigor with practical experience to
provide a dynamic perspective on this sector of the financing industry. It delivers a comprehensive and
objective perspective from a professional who has worked at all levels of the industry, from portfolio
companies, to funds, to funds of funds, and institutional investors. The book provides a wealth of
practical experience, combined with a sensible approach.
Series: The Wiley Finance Series  ISBN: 978-1-119-53738-0  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  616pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-118-57192-7

Stock Trader’s Almanac 2019
Jeffrey A. Hirsch

The best data in the stock investing business, updated for 2019
Stock Trader’s Almanac 2019 provides the cleanest historical data in the business, giving investors an
advantage in the market. The 2019 edition is consistent with previous years of the Stock Trader’s Almanac,
showing you the cycles, trends, and patterns you need to know in order to invest with minimum risk and
maximum profit. Updated with the latest numbers, this indispensable guide is organized in a calendar
format to provide monthly and daily reminders, including upcoming opportunities to take advantage of
and dangers to avoid.
Series: Almanac Investor Series  ISBN: 978-1-119-52931-6  Paper  €TBA  Nov 2018  192pp  Previous
Edition: 978-1-119-38426-7
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R I S K & Q U A N T I TAT I V E F I N A N C E

Agricultural Risk Transfer

From Insurance to Reinsurance to Capital Markets
Roman Hohl

A holistic view of agriculture insurance
Agriculture Risk Transfer provides an overview of the importance of agriculture and its future challenges,
risks, and typical risk management strategies. This book examines the main concepts of insurance such
as statistical and probabilistic modelling of risks. Agriculture insurance is introduced, including different
types of operational schemes and the role of government. This reliable guide also discusses in detail
all main insurance products for crop, livestock, forestry and aquaculture risks including underwriting
concepts, best practice, and limitations of the current products as well as risk pricing/modelling.
Series: Wiley Finance  ISBN: 978-1-119-34563-3  Cloth  €155.00  Dec 2018  400pp

Quantitative Financial Risk Management
Michael B. Miller
American University of Paris; University of Oxford

Essential financial risk management models and techniques that all risk professionals must know
Financial markets continue to grow in size and complexity and the management of financial risk has
never been more important. Quantitative Financial Risk Management is designed to teach students and risk
professionals about financial risk management with an emphasis on financial models and mathematical
techniques. Each chapter provides numerous sample problems and end of chapter questions. The book
provides clear examples of how these models are used in practice and encourages you to think about the
limits and appropriate use of financial models.
Series: Wiley Finance  ISBN: 978-1-119-52220-1  Cloth  €TBA  Nov 2018  306pp

Big Data and Machine Learning in Quantitative Investment
Tony Guida

In the trench insights of how machine learning and AI can give financial institutions the edge they
are looking for
This timely guide is a book by practitioners for practitioners, covering the “why” and “how” of applying
machine learning and big data to finance. It is split into twelve chapters, each of which is written by a
different contributor on a specific case. The chapters are ordered according to the level of complexity;
beginning with the big picture and taxonomy, moving onto practical applications of machine learning,
and finally finishing with innovative approaches to using deep learning.
Series: The Wiley Finance Series  ISBN: 978-1-119-52219-5  Cloth  €TBA  Dec 2018  280pp
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Health Sciences

MEDICINE

Smith’s Textbook of Endourology,
2 Volume Set
4th Edition

Arthur D. Smith, Glenn Preminger, Gopal Badlani & Louis R. Kavoussi
Chief Emeritus, Arthur Smith Institute of Urology, Northwell Health System, NY.
Professor of Urology, Hofstra University, NY.; Professor of Urology, Duke University
Medical Center, NC; Professor of Urology, Wake Forest University Baptist Medical
Center, NC & Chairman of Urology, Arthur Smith Institute of Urology, Northwell
Health System, NY. Professor of Urology, Hofstra University, NY.
ISBN: 978-1-119-24135-5
Cloth  2176pp  Jan 2019
€349.00
Previous Edition:
978-1-4443-3554-5

Edited by the father of endourology, Arthur Smith, Smith’s Textbook of Endourology is the
definitive reference book in the field, addressing every aspect of endourologic procedure
including methods of access, operative techniques, complications, and postoperative care.
The reader is taken on a step-by-step journey through percutaneous surgery, ureteroscopy,
extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy, laparoscopy, and lower urinary tract procedures,
and is given a comprehensive look at the influx of and dynamic changes in robotic and
laparascopic procedures, and image-guided technologies. The principles and function of
state-of-the-art endourologic instruments are outlined for each procedure.
Full-color throughout and with over 1200 outstanding illustrations, the fourth edition will
contain 17 brand new chapters (highlighted in yellow below), culminating in an 2000 page,
two-volume textbook reflecting the most current advances in endourology.
Over 100 high-quality surgical videos on the companion website will show the experts in
action performing endourology, with all 1200 images fully downloadable for use in scientific
presentations. With all chapters thoroughly revised with the latest society guidelines, clinical
and technological developments, and authored by world-renowned authors with unrivalled
expertise in the field, Smith’s Textbook of Endourology 4E is the essential reference book for all
urologists, particularly those who regularly perform endourology in their daily practice.

About the Author
Arthur D Smith, Chief Emeritus, Arthur Smith Institute of Urology, Long Island Jewish
Health System, NY
Glenn Preminger, Professor of Urology, Duke University Medical Center, NC
Gopal Badlani, Professor of Urology, Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center, NC
Louis Kavoussi, Chairman of Urology, Arthur Smith Institute of Urology, Long Island Jewish
Health System, NY

Endovascular Interventions

Jose Wiley, Peter Faries, Ian Del Conde & George D. Dangas

Practical review of vascular and endovascular medicine covering both elective and emergency procedures

Illustrated, templated chapters provide rapid answers to your questions and include case studies, boxed
key learning points, and equipment required boxes for procedures

Includes sample question and answers which can be used for Board exam practice

Edited by multidisciplinary experts and leaders in the field
ISBN: 978-1-119-28349-2  Cloth  €129.00  Dec 2018  320pp
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Evidence-based Obstetrics and Gynecology

Errol R. Norwitz, David A. Miller, Carolyn M. Zelop & David Keefe
Yale-New Haven Hospital
The most comprehensive evidence-based guide to both obstetrics and gynecology
Aimed at practicing obstetricians, gynecologists, and trainees in the specialty, Evidence-based Obstetrics
and Gynecology concentrates on the clinical practice areas of diagnosis, investigation and management.
The first section of the book discusses evidence-based medicine methodology in the context of the two
specialties. The second and third sections cover all the major conditions in obstetrics and gynecology,
with each chapter reviewing the best available evidence for management of the particular condition. The
chapters are structured in line with EBM methodology, meaning the cases generate the relevant clinical
questions.
Series: Evidence-Based Medicine  ISBN: 978-1-4443-3433-3  Cloth  €195.00  Dec 2018  600pp

Inherited Bleeding Disorders in Women
2nd Edition

Rezan Kadir, Paula James & Christine Lee
Professor of Haemophilia, Director and Consultant haematologist, Haemophilia Centre and Haemostasis Unit,
The Royal Free Hospital, London, UK
This practical guide for clinicians is written by multi-disciplinary team of haematologists, obstetrician-gynaecologists, an anaesthetist and those involved in patient advocacy. It covers the gynaecological
and obstetric issues for carriers of haemophilia, women with von Willebrand’s disease, rare bleeding
disorders and inherited platelet disorders.
Inherited bleeding disorders have an adverse effect on the quality of life of afflicted women. Management
of these women and their conditions is challenging and close collaboration between professionals in
different specialities is needed.
ISBN: 978-1-119-42602-8  Cloth  €209.00  Dec 2018  240pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-6915-8

Innovative Research in Life Sciences

Pathways to Scientific Impact, Public Health Improvement, and Economic Progress
E. Andrew Balas

The book examines what happens before the scientific paper is submitted for publication or the
innovation becomes legally protected. This phase is the most neglected but most exciting in the process
of scientific creativity and innovation. The author identifies twelve competencies of innovative biomedical
researchers that described and analyzed. This important resource:

Highlights the research phase from design to discovery that precedes innovation disclosure

Offers a step by step explanation of how to improve innovation

Offers solutions for improving research and innovation productivity in the life sciences

Contains a variety of statistical databases and a vast number of stories about individual discoveries
ISBN: 978-1-119-22586-7  Cloth  €105.00  Jan 2019  448pp

DENTISTRY

Advances in Esthetic Implant Dentistry
Abdelsalam Elaskary


Highlights novel esthetic protocols in dental implantology, applying the latest advances in clinical
techniques to real-world dentistry

Follows up on treatment outcomes, presenting results up to seven years later

Provides reliable, evidence-based bone regenerative methods

Illustrates procedures step by step, with more than 2500 clinical photographs

Features a companion website with videos of clinical procedures and follow-up case studies
ISBN: 978-1-119-28667-7  Cloth  €162.00  Dec 2018  584pp 
Previous Edition: 978-0-8138-1448-3
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Clinical Cases in Dental Hygiene

Cheryl M. Westphal Theile, Mea A. Weinberg & Stuart L. Segelnick
Clinical Cases in Dental Hygiene is an indispensable resource to understanding both the theory and
practice of dental hygiene, illustrated by real-life cases in a clinically relevant format.

Offers a unique case-based format that supports problem-based learning

Promotes independent learning through self-assessment and critical thinking

Includes a wealth of relevant cases for understanding dental procedures and management of patients

Covers all essential topics within the scope of dental hygiene

Offers a unique case-based format that supports problem-based learning

Promotes independent learning through self-assessment and critical thinking
Series: Clinical Cases (Dentistry)  ISBN: 978-1-119-14502-8  Paper  €TBA  Nov 2018  304pp
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Humanities
& Social Sciences

ART HIS TORY

A Companion to Nineteenth-Century Art
A Companion
to NineteenthCentury Art

MIchelle Facos
Indiana University Bloomington, USA

A comprehensive review of art in the first truly modern century
A Companion to Nineteenth-Century Art contains contributions from an international panel of noted
experts to offer a broad overview of both national and transnational developments, as well as new and
innovative investigations of individual art works, artists, and issues. The text puts to rest the skewed
perception of nineteenth-century art as primarily Paris-centric by including major developments beyond
the French borders. The contributors present a more holistic and nuanced understanding of the art world
during this first modern century.
Series: Blackwell Companions to Art History 
ISBN: 978-1-118-85636-9  Cloth  €202.00  Sep 2018  500pp

E D U C AT I O N

Accuplacer For Dummmies with Online
Practice
Mark Zegarelli
Dummies Press
Get on the right college path with ACCUPLACER
ACCUPLACER is a compilation of computerized assessments that’s designed to evaluate
a student’s skills in reading, writing, mathematics, and computer abilities. ACCUPLACER
determines how prepared students are for college courses, and places them in the appropriate
course level where they will best succeed and grow as a learner. ACCUPLACER For Dummies with
ISBN: 978-1-119-51454-1
Paper  408pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Online Practice is the one-stop guide for students who want to get a head start on scoring well
on the important college placement tests for reading, writing, and math. With tips, tricks, and
plenty of practice questions in the book, plus full-length practice tests online, it will help you
know what to expect and put you in a better position to perform your best on test day.
Helps you to identify knowledge gaps and areas of strength
Contains skill-building support with tools that improve your readiness for college
Discusses preparation tactics and opportunities for individual success

About the Author
Mark Zegarelli holds degrees in math and English from Rutgers University. His deep
interest in logic has led him to write numerous magazine articles and three books of logic
puzzles.

CRIMINOLOG Y

The Handbook of Social Control
Mathieu Deflem

An essential resource that contains a contemporary overview of the concept of social control and its main
approaches

Clarifies the most salient theoretical and conceptual issues involved with the social-scientific study of
social control

Considers the various societal organizations and agencies that are involved with the planning and
execution of social control mechanisms

Includes information on the history of incarceration, the dynamics of prison culture, the problem of mass
incarceration, the resistance of abolitionism, and the death penalty

Discusses the dynamics of border control and immigration policies

Written for academics, undergraduate, and graduate students in the fields of criminology, criminal justice,
and sociology.
Series: Wiley Handbooks in Criminology and Criminal Justice 
ISBN: 978-1-119-37235-6  Cloth  €155.00  Sep 2018  503pp
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GEOGR APHY

Paradoxes Of Segregation

Housing Systems, Welfare Regimes and Ethnic Residential Change in Southern European Cities
Sonia Arbaci


Focuses on eight Southern European cities, develops new metaphors and furthers the theorisation/
conceptualisation of segregation in Europe

Re-centres the segregation debate on the causes of marginalisation and inequality, and the role of the
state in these processes

A pioneering analysis of which and how systemic mechanisms, contextual conditions, processes and
changes drive patterns of ethnic segregation and forms of socio-ethnic differentiation

Develops an innovative inter-disciplinary approach which explores ethnic patterns in relation to European
welfare regimes, housing systems, immigration waves, and labour systems
Series: Studies in Urban and Social Change 
ISBN: 978-1-4443-3832-4  Cloth  €77.90  Jan 2019  312pp
ISBN: 978-1-4443-3833-1  Paper  €25.90  Jan 2019  312pp
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HIS TORY

The Alps

An Environmental History
Jon Mathieu
University of Lucerne
The Alps

The Alps dominate Europe, geographically and historically, and today welcome over
100 million tourists a year. Leading Alpine scholar Jon Mathieu tells the story of the
people who have lived in and been inspired by these mountains and valleys, from the
ancient peasants of the Neolithic to the cyclists of the Tour de France.
Written in a lively and informal style, full of interesting anecdotes about dragons,
witches, princes and pioneers
Will appeal to the growing market in environmental histories

Series: Environmental History
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2771-7
Cloth  184pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

The first history of the Alps to take an explicitly environmental approach
Explores how the landscape of the Alps has shaped the fascinating and often
turbulent history of its peoples

About the Author
Jon Mathieu is Professor of History at the University of Lucerne and a world-famous
scholar of Alpine history.
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LINGUISTICS

The Handbook of Dialectology

Charles Boberg, John Nerbonne & Dominic Watt
McGill University in Montreal, Canada; University of Groningen, The Netherlands & University of York, UK

The volume is based on state-of-the-art research in dialectology around the world, providing the most
current work available with an unusually broad scope of topics

Provides a practical guide to the many methodological and statistical issues surrounding the collection
and analysis of dialect data

Offers summaries of dialect variation in the world’s most widely spoken and commonly studied
languages, including several non-European languages that have traditionally received less attention in
general discussions of dialectology

Reviews the intellectual development of the field, including its main theoretical schools of thought and
research traditions, both academic and applied
Series: Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics  ISBN: 978-1-119-36124-4  Paper  €57.90  Jan 2019  576pp

The Handbook of Psycholinguistics

Eva M. Fernandez & Helen Smith Cairns
Queens College, City University of New York, USA &City University of New York, USA
Incorporating approaches from linguistics and psychology, The Handbook of Psycholinguistics explores
language processing and language acquisition from an array of perspectives and features cutting edge
research from cognitive science, neuroscience, and other related fields.
The Handbook provides readers with a comprehensive review of the current state of the field, with
an emphasis on research trends most likely to determine the shape of psycholinguistics in the years
ahead. The chapters are organized into three parts, corresponding to the major areas of psycholinguists:
production, comprehension, and acquisition.
Series: Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics  ISBN: 978-1-119-09652-8  Paper  €57.90  Jan 2019  816pp

The Handbook of Technology and Second Language Teaching and Learning
Carol A. Chapelle & Shannon Sauro
Iowa State University, USA & Malmo University, Sweden

The Handbook of Technology and Second Language Teaching and Learning presents a comprehensive
exploration of the impact of technology on the field of second language learning.
The rapidly evolving language-technology interface has propelled dramatic changes in, and increased
opportunities for, second language teaching and learning. Its influence has been felt no less keenly in
the approaches and methods of assessing learners’ language and researching language teaching and
learning.
Series: Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics  ISBN: 978-1-119-10847-4  Paper  €57.90  Jan 2019  544pp

The Handbook of Translation and Cognition
John W. Schwieter & Aline Ferreira

Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Canada & University of California Santa Barbara, USA

Offers timely and cutting-edge coverage of the most important theoretical frameworks and
methodological innovations

Contains original contributions from a global group of leading researchers from 18 countries

Explores topics related to translator and workplace characteristics including machine translation, creativity,
ergonomic perspectives, and cognitive effort, and competence, training, and interpreting such as
multimodal processing, neurocognitive optimization, process-oriented pedagogies, and conceptual change

Maps out future directions for cognition and translation studies, as well as areas in need of more research
within this dynamic field
Series: Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics  ISBN: 978-1-119-24145-4  Paper  €57.90  Jan 2019  500pp
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L I T E R AT U R E

Literature

Why It Matters
Robert Eaglestone
Royal Holloway, University of London
Literature

Despite centuries of arguments, no one can agree on what literature is, or how to
study it. But, argues Eaglestone, it is precisely the open-ended nature of literature
that makes it such a rewarding and useful subject of study. Literature is a living
conversation which provides endless opportunities to rethink and reinterpret our
world.
The latest book in Polity’s Why It Matters series
Written by an award-winning textbook author and experienced teacher

Series: Why It Matters
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3231-5
Cloth  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3232-2
Paper  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Ideal summer reading for the young student about to start a degree course in
literature
Eaglestone’s passion for literature and his intelligence shine through on every page

About the Author
Robert Eaglestone is a professor at Royal Holloway, University of London. He is the
author of six books and the editor or co-editor of seven more. His works have been
translated into five languages. He has spoken at various literary festivals and on Radio
4. He writes regularly for the educational press and occasionally for the national
press. He is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and the English Association,
has advised UK government’s Qualifications and Curriculum Development Authority,
DfE and OfQual. In 2014 he won a National Teaching Fellowship Award.
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A Companion to Modern Chinese Literature
Yingjin Zhang
University of California, San Diego, USA


Offers the most thorough and concise coverage of modern Chinese literature to date, drawing attention
to previously neglected areas such as late Qing, Sinophone, and ethnic minority literature

Several chapters explore literature in relation to Sinophone geopolitics, regional culture, urban culture,
visual culture, print media, and new media

The introduction and two chapters furnish overviews of the institutional development of modern Chinese
literature in Chinese and English scholarship since the mid-twentieth century

Contributions from leading literary scholars in mainland China and Hong Kong add their voices to
international scholarship
Series: Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture 
ISBN: 978-1-119-10908-2  Paper  £32.€42.90  Jan 2019  592pp

Shakespeare’s Theatre: A History
Richard Dutton
Ohio State University

Shakespeare’s Theatre: A History examines the theatre spaces used by William Shakespeare, and explores
these spaces in relation to the social and political framework of the Elizabethan era. The text journeys
from the performing spaces of the provincial inns, guild halls and houses of the gentry of the Bard’s early
career, to the purpose-built outdoor playhouses of London, including the Globe, the Theatre, and the
Curtain, and the royal courts of Elizabeth and James I. The author also discusses the players for whom
Shakespeare wrote, and the positioning--or dispositioning--of audience members in relation to the stage.
ISBN: 978-1-119-10137-6  Paper  €32.90  Jan 2019  496pp

The Life of Charlotte Bronte
A Critical Biography
The Life of
Charlotte
Bronte

Dinah Birch
University of Liverpool

This book will provide the reader with a full, reliable and sympathetic account of Charlotte Brontë’s
life in relation to the remarkable body of work that it produced, without succumbing to the temptation
of making her the vehicle of a constructed ideal, as she has so often been in the past. She has been
understood as feminist victim, family martyr, poetic heroine or fiery rebel: this biography will look at
her life as that of an active and determined writer, formed by cultural and literary influences that she
transmuted into a powerful body of fiction.
Series: Wiley Blackwell Critical Biographies 
ISBN: 978-1-119-10362-2  Paper  €32.90  Jan 2019  448pp
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M E D I A & C O M M U N I C AT I O N S T U D I E S

Communication
A Post-Discipline
Silvio Waisbord
George Washington University
Communication

As a result of its roots in various disciplinary traditions, communication studies is a
fragmented field, built on fluid intellectual boundaries. Should we worry about this
state of dispersion? Waisbord argues that it is impossible to transcend fragmentation,
but communication studies is better served by accepting and stimulating differences.
A valuable contribution to current debates on communication as a field
An ambitious and intellectually exciting book by an accomplished and respected
author

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2008-4
Cloth  176pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2009-1
Paper  176pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Expertly guides the reader through a survey of the field of communication studies
in an accessible and appealing manner
The first comprehensive, critical, and global overview of communication
scholarship

About the Author
Silvio Waisbord is Professor of Media and Public Affairs at George Washington
University.
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A Companion to Digital Art
Christiane Paul
The New School, New York, USA


Creates a definitive guide to the evolution, aesthetics, and practice of today’s digital art, showcasing the
critical and theoretical approaches in this fast-moving discipline

Explores the history and evolution of digital art; its aesthetics and politics; as well as its often turbulent
relationships with established institutions

Provides a platform for the most influential voices shaping the current discourse surrounding digital art,
combining fresh, emerging perspectives with the nuanced insights of leading theorists

Tackles digital art’s primary practical challenges -- how to present, document, and preserve pieces that
could be erased forever by rapidly accelerating technological obsolescence
Series: Blackwell Companions to Art History 
ISBN: 978-1-119-22574-4  Paper  €57.90  Jan 2019  640pp

A Companion to the Gangster Film
George S. Larke-Walsh

A Companion
to the Gangster
Film

A companion to the study of the gangster film’s international appeal spanning the Americas,
Europe, and Asia
A Companion to the Gangster Film presents a comprehensive overview of the newest scholarship on the
contemporary gangster film genre as a global phenomenon. While gangster films are one of America’s
most popular genres, gangster movies appear in every film industry across the world. With contributions
from an international panel of experts, A Companion to the Gangster Film explores the popularity of
gangster films across three major continents, the Americas, Europe, and Asia.
ISBN: 978-1-119-04329-4  Paper  €53.90  Sep 2018  550pp
ISBN: 978-1-119-04166-5  Cloth  €202.00  Sep 2018  550pp

Introduction to Digital Media
Adam Arvidsson & Alessandro Delfanti

New and updated English translation of the highly successful book on digital media
This book introduces readers to the vast and rich world of digital media. It provides a strong starting
point for understanding digital media’s social and political significance to our culture and the culture of
others--drawing on an emergent and increasingly rich set of empirical and theoretical studies on the role
and development of digital media in contemporary societies.
ISBN: 978-1-119-27620-3  Cloth  €89.90  Jan 2019  240pp
ISBN: 978-1-119-27621-0  Paper  €36.90  Jan 2019  192pp
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PHILOSOPHY

Philosophy
Why It Matters

Helen Beebee & Michael Rush
University of Manchester; University of Birmingham
Philosophy

Philosophy is a set of tools and techniques for clearly and systematically considering
our arguments and uncovering our hidden assumptions, which helps us to make
more informed choices about what to believe and how to act. Philosophy is
everywhere, and open to everyone.
The latest book in Polity’s exciting new ‘Why It Matters’ series, where leading
academics explain the value of studying their chosen subjects
An ideal gift for those skeptical about the value and utility of studying philosophy
at university

Series: Why It Matters
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3215-5
Cloth  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3216-2
Paper  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Perfectly suited to incoming university students who know little about what
studying philosophy actually entails
Full of entertaining examples and fun thought experiments

About the Author
Helen Beebee is the Samuel Hall Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Manchester. President of the Aristotelian Society, she is a frequent contributor to
radio programs about philosophy.
Michael Rush is a philosophy lecturer at the University of Birmingham.
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The Second Coming
Franco Berardi

The Second
Coming


Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi is an Italian Marxist theorist and prominent figure of the radical Left

In this contribution to ‘Theory Redux’, Berardi develops a theory of redemption that combines both
political and religious themes

Berardi argues that despite living in an age witnessing a dramatic resurgence of fascist forces, we are still
entitled to hope – with the condition that we accept the ‘second coming’ of a ‘structural Christ’ that will
transform the world as we know it

This book will appeal to anyone interested in critical theory, radical politics, social movements, and how to
respond to the turmoil of contemporary events
Series: Theory Redux  ISBN: 978-1-5095-3483-8  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  140pp
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3484-5  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  140pp
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POLITICS

Against Hate
Carolin Emcke
Racism, extremism, anti-democratic sentiment – our increasingly polarized world is
dominated by a type of thinking that doubts others’ positions but never its own. In
this powerful counter, Carolin Emcke, one of Germany’s leading intellectuals, argues

Against Hate

that to safeguard democracy we must challenge hatred and fight for plurality in our
societies.
Carolin Emcke is an acclaimed German writer and journalist who has reported
from some of the world’s most troubled regions. She was awarded the 2016 Peace
Prize of the German Publishers’ Association, Germany’s most prestigious literary
award
In this impassioned work, Emcke addresses the coarsening of public discourse
seen across the West that has been accompanied by an alarming rise in hate

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3195-0
Cloth  192pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3196-7
Paper  192pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

crimes and bigotry
Emcke shows how hatred is cultivated out of an irrational fear of the Other. To
counter this, we must dissect the mechanisms and structures in society which
breed hatred, at the same time reasserting the value of pluralism and tolerance
This eloquent book will strike a chord with all those keen to defend and bolster
liberal values in an increasingly vitriolic world

About the Author
Carolin Emcke is a prominent journalist, academic and author. Between 1998 and
2006 she reported for Der Spiegel from some of the world’s most troubled regions
including Afghanistan, Columbia, Gaza, Iraq and Pakistan. She was also Guest
Lecturer in Political Theory at Yale University in 2003-4. Her significant contribution to
public debate and intellectual life has been recognised with many awards, including
the Otto Brenner Prize for Critical Journalism, the Lessing Prize and, in 2016, the
Peace Prize of the German Publishers’ Association, Germany’s most prestigious
literary award.
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Politics

Why It Matters
Andrew Gamble
University of Sheffield and University of Cambridge
Politics

Politics frames everything we do. Right now humanity is in a race against itself,
adjusting to new technologies that are destabilizing democracy and creating massive
inequalities. By thinking and acting politically, Gamble argues, we can harness the
imagination and enthusiasm of people everywhere to tackle these challenges and
shape a better world.
One of the first books in Polity’s exciting new ‘Why it Matters’ series, which aims to
inspire a new generation of students in the social sciences and humanities
Aimed specifically at high school leavers choosing a university degree

Series: Why It Matters
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2728-1
Cloth  140pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2729-8
Paper  140pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Tackles head-on the case that politics is grubby, disreputable, boring, remote,
alienating, and ineffectual, arguing instead for its ubiquity and necessity in our
daily lives.
Written by an internationally renowned political scientist

About the Author
Andrew Gamble is Professor of Politics at the University of Sheffield and Emeritus
Professor of Politics at the University of Cambridge. He is a Fellow of the British
Academy and the Academy of Social Sciences.
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The Silk Road Trap

How China’s Trade Ambitions Challenge Europe
Jonathan Holslag
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
The Silk Road Trap

In the last ten years, unbalanced trade with China has cost Europe over 1.4 trillion
euros. China’s monumental infrastructural project, the New Silk Road, is set to make
this situation even worse. Jonathan Holslag argues that Europe must reduce its
reliance on China and work on building a stronger and more sustainable European
economic model.
Warns that EU nations have been dangerously complacent in their economic policy
faced with a rising China
Argues that Europe should be under no illusion about the objectives of the new

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3468-5
Cloth  186pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3469-2
Paper  186pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Silk Road
Appeals for a more proactive and ambitious economic policy in Europe
Written by a leading expert in Chinese affairs, who is also Special Advisor to the
Vice President of the European Commission

About the Author
Jonathan Holslag is head of research at the Brussels Institute of Contemporary
China Studies and an expert for the European Commission’s EU-China Academic
Network (EC-AN). He has published extensively on China’s foreign policy strategy in
Asia.
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Gender and Political Theory
Feminist Reckonings
Gender and
Political Theory

Mary Hawkesworth
Rutgers University


Mary Hawkesworth is a senior figure in gender studies, and one of the top political theorists working on
gender in the United States, a former editor of the leading feminist journal Signs

In this first book in the ‘And Political Theory’ series, which aims to introduce the relationship between
political theory and related topics, Hawkesworth provides a definitive overview of the current and past
thinking regarding gender in political theory

Taking account of the latest developments in trans* theory, intersectionality and critical race studies,
the book shows how contemporary scholarship has undermined the gendered assumptions of western
political theory about embodiment, the state, justice and the private/public divide

This cutting edge textbook will be essential reading for students and scholars alike working political
theory, feminism, gender studies, feminist political theory, critical race studies, queer and trans* theory
Series: And Political Theory  ISBN: 978-1-5095-2581-2  Cloth  50.00€TBA  Jan 2019  250pp  ISBN:
978-1-5095-2582-9  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  250pp

The Future of British Foreign Policy

Security and Diplomacy in a World after Brexit
The Future of
British Foreign
Policy

Christopher Hill
University of Cambridge


The first book to focus specifically on UK foreign policy in the context of Brexit and Trump

Historically informed but primarily focused on developments post 2016, this book covers various
dimensions of UK foreign policy

Makes a powerful twofold argument about the likely impact of Brexit on Britain’s place in the world

Written with clarity and depth by arguably the leading expert on UK-EU relations
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2461-7  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  240pp
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2462-4  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  240pp

The Rise of the Civilizational State
The Rise of the
Civilizational
State

Christopher Coker
London School of Economics and Political Science

Argues that the idea of civilization is once again being championed by political elites for their own
purposes

Demonstrates how Russia and China are claiming civilizational rights and prerogatives that go beyond the
nation-state system

Covers a wide range of examples from the first civilizational state (Imperial Japan) to existing, aspiring and
virtual protagonists China, Russia, India and the Islamic State

Written by an imaginative, interesting and controversial thinker
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3462-3  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  224pp
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3463-0  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  224pp
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RELIGION

Theology and Religion
Why It Matters
Graham Ward
University of Oxford
Theology and Religion

Religion dominates world affairs. Ward argues that the study of theology and
religion, as a single academic discipline, plays a vital role in helping us to understand
humanity. Religions can be used to justify inhumane actions, but they also feed
dreams, inspire hopes, and shape aspirations. Religion will not go away, so it needs to
be understood.
The latest book in Polity’s exciting new ‘Why It Matters’ series, where leading
academics explain the value of their subjects to students
Argues that science and religion actually need each other, as scientific discovery is

Series: Why It Matters
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2969-8
Cloth  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2970-4
Paper  160pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

inspired by the sense of wonder and curiosity about the world that is at the root of
religious feeling
Essential reading for high school leavers curious about studying religion at the
university level
Written by a prolific author of popular books about religion

About the Author
One of the most prominent theologians of his generation, Graham Ward is Regius
Professor of Divinity at the University of Oxford. He is the author of numerous
popular and scholarly books and is also an Anglican Priest.
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SOCIOLOG Y & SOCIAL WORK

The Metric Society

On the Quantification of the Social
Steffen Mau
Humboldt University of Berlin
The Metric Society

Star ratings, scores and likes: today data is collected on almost every aspect of
our lives. In this new book, Steffen Mau shows that though the intention may have
been to build trust, metrics have become a form of social conditioning. Ultimately,
the ubiquitous language of ranking and comparison is shaping life chances and
deepening inequality.
From university rankings to fitness tracking, ratings agencies and even health
scores, this new book looks at the how almost every aspect of our lives is now
measured and evaluated

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3040-3
Cloth  200pp  Jan 2019
€TBA
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3041-0
Paper  200pp  Jan 2019
€TBA

Steffen Mau argues that although intended to build trust and transparency,
quantification has in fact become a form of social control
Mau shows how an obsession with metric data and comparison has transformed
our understanding of value, strengthened social hierarchies and led to greater
inequality
This revealing and timely book will be of great interest to students and scholars
across the social sciences, as well as general readers concerned by the worrying
influence of numbers in today’s society

About the Author
Steffen Mau is Professor of Macrosociology at the Humboldt University of Berlin.
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Social Policy
Third Edition
Social Policy

Hartley Dean
London School of Economics and Political Science

This is a fully revised and updated third edition of Hartley Dean’s classic introduction to social policy

Examines both the historical foundations and the changing contemporary role of social policy under
austerity

Insightfully discusses a range of issues, from healthcare and employment to less tangible but equally vital
factors such as wellbeing and emotional security

An ideal introduction for sixth form and university students exploring the field for the first time
Series: Short Introductions  ISBN: 978-1-5095-2405-1  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  176pp
ISBN: 978-1-5095-2406-8  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  176pp

Undocumented Migration

Roberto G. Gonzales, Nando Sigona, Martha C. Franco & Anna Papoutsi
Harvard University; University of Birmingham; Harvard University; University of Birmingham

Undocumented
Migration


An important sociological portrait of a social issue that is much misunderstood in an increasingly
hostile political atmosphere

Pushes beyond the limited idea of unauthorized movement, to focus on the growing numbers of settled
undocumented populations deprived of key rights

Covers the experience of undocumented migrants from the journeys they take to exit their homelands to
the lives they seek to lead on arrival and beyond

Brings together theory, stories and the voices of migrants themselves from different national contexts to
offer a comparative and critical analysis
Series: Immigration and Society  ISBN: 978-1-5095-0694-1  Cloth  €TBA  Jan 2019  192pp
ISBN: 978-1-5095-3180-6  Paper  €TBA  Jan 2019  192pp
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Science

A Q U A C U LT U R E

Atlantic Cod

Bio-ecology of the Fish
George Rose


A comprehensive handbook, covering all aspects of the Atlantic cod including the biology, ecology, life
histories, behavior, commercial exploitation and conservation

Discusses the major commercial importance of Atlantic cod through history
DRAFT


Provides a comprehensive treatment of the bio-ecology of the most researched and highly exploited fully
marine species

Examines how the decline (and recovery) of cod stocks is of great political and scientific interest

An essential purchase for marine fisheries scientists
ISBN: 978-1-4051-1910-8  Cloth  €115.00  Jan 2019  424pp

BIOCHEMISTRY

Human Metabolism

A Regulatory Perspective, 4th Edition
Keith N. Frayn & Rhys Evans
University of Oxford
The updated bestselling guide to human metabolism and metabolic regulation
The revised and comprehensively updated new edition of Human Metabolism (formerly
Metabolic Regulation -- A Human Perspective) offers a current and integrated review
of metabolism and metabolic regulation. The authors explain difficult concepts in clear
and concise terms in order to provide an accessible and essential guide to the topic. This
comprehensive text covers a wide range of topics such as energy balance, body weight
regulation, exercise, and how the body copes with extreme situations, and illustrates how

ISBN: 978-1-119-33143-8
Paper  416pp  Jan 2019
€55.90

metabolic regulation allows the human body to adapt to many different conditions.
This fourth edition has been revised with a new full colour text design and helpful
illustrations that illuminate the regulatory mechanisms by which all cells control the
metabolic processes necessary for life. The text includes chapter summaries and additional
explanatory text that help to clarify the information presented. In addition, the newly
revised edition includes more content on metabolic pathways and metabolic diseases.

About the Author
Keith N. Frayn, Emeritus Professor of Human Metabolism, University of Oxford, Oxford,
UK.
Rhys D. Evans, Reader in Metabolic Biochemistry, Department of Physiology, Anatomy and
Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK.

BIOTECHNOLOG Y

Computed Tomography

Fundamentals, System Technology, Image Quality, Applications, 4th Edition
Willi A. Kalender

The book is intended for all those who work daily, regularly or even occasionally with CT - physicians,
engineers, technicians and physicists, as well as students learning about CT. Written by one of the
world’s leading experts, it offers a comprehensive description of the theoretical and technical system
fundamentals of computed tomography (CT) for a wide readership, from conventional single-slice
acquisitions to volume acquisition with multi-slice and cone-beam spiral CT. It covers in detail all
characteristic parameters relevant for image quality and all performance features significant for clinical
application.
ISBN: 978-3-89578-471-2  Cloth  €59.90  Jan 2019  384pp
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Mechanical Properties of Soft Tissues with MR Elastography Technique
Sabine Bensamoun

The principle of magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is the focus of this book. The functional and
structural properties of the skeletal muscle (in passive and active conditions), the liver and the kidney
are characterized in particular. Viscoelatic properties are calculated with multifrequency MRE tests and
rheological models and results are compared between MR and ultrasound elastography techniques. MRE
is applied to pathological muscles and fibrotic livers to follow the effects of the treatment.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-548-1  Cloth  €89.90  Jan 2019  TBApp

CHEMISTRY

3D and 4D Printing in Biomedical Applications
3D and 4D
Printing in
Biomedical
Applications

Process Engineering and Additive Manufacturing
Mohammed Maniruzzaman

After providing a brief overview of the evolving field additive manufacturing, this book presents current
research and innovations on pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. On the pharmaceutical side,
developing applications such as pharmaceutical drug delivery, printing of oral tablets with multiple
dugs and modulated drug release are covered, while topics on biomedical developments include shape
memory polymers, 4D bio-fabrications and organ printing.
ISBN: 978-3-527-34443-7  Cloth  €159.00  Dec 2018  488pp

ENERGY

Energy Storage in Transportation and Buildings

Benoit Robyns, Christophe Saudemont, Arnaud Davigny, Herve Barry, Sabine Kazmierczak, Dhaker Abbes &
Bruno Francois
To enable the sustainable development of complex modern transportation systems, the storage of
electrical energy is crucial. This is particularly true given the rapid developments made for electric
transportation services in smart cities, and the demand for interaction between different transport
systems. This book presents tools to design such an energy management system, following a generic
approach; this includes the deployment of smart electric power grids, services for the storage of
electrical energy, and the use of artificial intelligence and explicit optimization methods.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-612-9  Cloth  €149.00  Jan 2019  370pp

Operando, In-situ and Ex-situ

Techniques for Advanced Investigation of Li-on Battery Materials
Michael Deschamps, Christian Masquelier & Lorenzo Stievano

The ambitious goal of reaching a detailed understanding of electrochemical reactions mechanisms
within and on the surface of the constituent materials of Li-ion batteries has generated the development
of an arsenal of physicochemical characterization techniques, especially in situ or operando, which
are the subject of this contribution. Although often unavoidable, they however impose constraints on
measurement that are not necessarily in line with the time necessary for a uniform electrochemical
reaction and / or balance.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-728-7  Cloth  €99.90  Jan 2019  144pp
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Multifunctional Electrodes Combining Conversion and Energy Storage for
Photo-rechargeable Batteries
Christel Laberty-Robert & Frdric Sauvage

Energy production relocated to promoting renewable energy requires an intermediate means of storage
of surplus production to stabilize the electrical grid during peak demand or low energy production.
To initiate this energy transition, it is first necessary to develop these technologies for the conversion
and storage, make it reliable, easily integrated into the desired environment and especially to offer
competitive hybrid means both from a standpoint of performance from an economic standpoint. This
book will describe the approaches and scientific and technological advances in this area, partly on
monofunctional coupled devices and secondly on bifunctional materials that provide both functions of
conversion and storage of energy the molecular level.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-725-6  Cloth  €99.90  Jan 2019  144pp

Multi-scale Modeling of Batteries and Supercapacitors
Alejandro Franco, Mathieu Salanne & Marie-Liess Doublet

This book addresses the topic of modeling and numerical simulation of electrochemical devices type
batteries and supercapacitors through various theoretical approaches, each aiming a description of
physico-chemical phenomena occurring at different temporal and spatial scales. The application of these
methods to the analysis of experimental characterization and interpretation of redox and transport
mechanisms occurring in current electrochemical devices is illustrated with concrete examples in each
Section.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-727-0  Cloth  €99.90  Jan 2019  144pp

Power Systems and Restructuring
2nd Edition

Nouredine Hadjsaid & Jean-Claude Sabonnadiere
The scope of this book is to provide fundamental concepts of the physics and operation of transmission
and distribution lines, which is the content of Part 1, followed by the models and tools for the description
and simulation of large electrical grids for steady state and transient operation. These advanced tools
allow the physics and technology of power systems to be described and the algorithms of Ybus and
Zbus matrices to be built for various studies such as short-circuit studies and load flow or transient
phenomena analysis. Part 3 deals with the new organization concepts in the frame of deregulated
markets.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-739-3  Cloth  €182.00  Jan 2019  432pp 
Previous Edition: 978-1-84821-120-9

Reliability Analysis for Asset Management of Electric Power Grids
Robert D. Ross
Consultant

A practical guide to facilitate statistically well-founded decisions in the management of assets of
an electricity grid
Effective and economic electric grid asset management and incident management involve many complex
decisions on inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement. This timely reference provides statistically
well-founded, tried and tested analysis methodologies for improved decision making and asset
management strategy for optimum grid reliability and availability.
The techniques described are also sufficiently robust to apply to small data sets enabling asset managers
to deal with early failures or testing with limited sample sets.
ISBN: 978-1-119-12517-4  Cloth  €97.90  Jan 2019  250pp
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PHYSICS

Handbook of Aerospace Electromagnetic Compatibility
Reinaldo J. Perez


Covers both areas of aerospace, aircraft and space vehicles

Coverage includes grounding, coupling, crosstalk, test procedures, standards & requirements

Discusses standards for aerospace applications

Addresses aerospace EMC via testing & theoretical approaches

Written by an international team of aerospace EMC practitioners
ISBN: 978-1-118-91051-1  Cloth  €155.00  Jan 2019  850pp
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Technology,
Engineering, Architecture
& Construction

COMPU T ING SECUR I T Y

Hacking Connected Cars

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
Alissa Knight
The go-to reference for penetration testing and risk assessments against connected
cars
Over the last five years, there has been a massive increase in computerized connectivity in
passenger vehicles. This increase in connected electronics brings an increase in hackers that
are attempting to exploit vulnerabilities in this system. Security researchers and vendors
need to be better prepared in order to prevent these attacks. Hacking Connected Cars breaks
ISBN: 978-1-119-49180-4
Paper  250pp  Jan 2019
€55.90

down the tactics, techniques, and procedures in performing penetration testing against
connected cars and autonomous vehicles—specifically via their electronic control units
(ECUs), telematics control units (TCUs), and infotainment systems in order to secure them.
Provides actionable information on how to perform vulnerability analysis, risk
assessments, and risk treatments on connected cars
Written by one of the most well-known experts in this industry
Some of the topics covered include: in-vehicle network communication protocols, manin-the-middle attacks, integrity attacks, head unit kill chains, TCU penetration testing,
and much more

About the Author
Alissa Knight has worked in enterprise risk management for over eighteen years. She is the
Group Managing Partner of Brier & Thorn, Inc. in the Americas, leading their connected car
division.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S T E C H N O L O G Y

Coded Content Distribution in DTN
Fabio Albini, Anelise Munaretto & Mauro Fonseca

The topic is about content distribution in disruption tolerant networks. In such complex networks, get an
optimized distribution of the content became crucial for all applications. The content can be video, image,
sound, text or any kind of data. The idea is to mitigate the constraints included in this kind of variable and
opportunistic contact providing a best content distribution.
This book discusses a new manner to achieve content distribution or delivery in opportunistic networks.
It is common to face the problem of content distribution only in the network way, improving throughput
or routing.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-767-6  Cloth  €99.90  Jan 2019  144pp

Resilience in Communication Networks
Michele Nogueira & Piotr Cholda

This book presents the characteristics of resilient communication networks, highlighting existing
communication technologies that can be employed to dependence on communication networks, the Internet
and their services, vulnerabilities of communication networks can significantly impact our lives. Hence, it is
a prominent interest to create solutions to keep the communication resilient to accidents, faults or natural
disasters that can disrupt service. Resilience has classically been defined as the ability of the network to provide
and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face of faults, accidents, attacks and natural disasters.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-816-1  Cloth  €139.00  Jan 2019  300pp
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CONS T RUC T ION

Smart City

A New Approach to Building Cities
Piergiorgio Ricci

Urban performance currently depends not only on the city’s endowment of hard infrastructure (‘physical
capital’), but also, and increasingly so, on the availability and quality of knowledge communication and
social infrastructure (‘intellectual capital and social capital’). The concept of the smart city has been
introduced as a strategic device to encompass modern urban production factors in a common framework
and to highlight the growing importance of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), social
and environmental capital in profiling the competitiveness of cities.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-824-6  Cloth  €115.00  Jan 2019  428pp

ELEC TRIC AL & ELEC TRONICS ENGINEERING

Electric Distribution Systems
2nd Edition

Abdelhay A. Sallam & Om P. Malik
Suez Canal University, Egypt
This new edition:

Includes new material relating to recent developments that have taken place since the first edition was
published, particularly in regards to renewable energy generation

Reorganizes content on hardware to clarify the perspective of various aspects relating to protection
schemes and accompanying equipment

Describes a variety of distributed energy sources and their integration with distribution systems

Explains the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources, various types of energy storage systems
and the role they play to improve power quality, stability, and reliability
Series: IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering 
ISBN: 978-1-119-50931-8  Cloth  €145.00  Jan 2019  640pp 
Previous Edition: 978-0-470-27682-2

Electromagnetic Imaging using Synthetic Aperture Radar
Laurent Ferro-Famil

Electromagnetic Imaging presents the methods and purposes of electromagnetic imaging with aperture
synthesis. The book introduces the fundamentals of radar operation, 2D focusing techniques by spectral
and/or spatial diversity, and their relevance in engineering applications. With examples and explanations
of 2D SAR, interferometric, tomographic, or polarimetric imaging, and the imaging of natural or artificial
environments, this volume is a detailed tool for scientists, researchers, and engineers.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-618-1  Cloth  €109.00  Jan 2019  TBApp

ENGINEERING

Dynamics and Control of Robotic Manipulator with Contact and Friction

Shiping Liu & Gang S. Chen
A comprehensive guide to the friction, contact and impact on robot control and force feedback
mechanism
Dynamics and Control of Robotic Manipulators with Contact and Friction offers an authoritative guide to the
basic principles of robot dynamics and control with a focus on contact and friction. The authors discuss
problems in interaction between human and real or virtual robot where dynamics with friction and
contact are relevant. The book fills a void in the literature with a need for a text that considers the contact
and friction generated in robot joints during their movements.
ISBN: 978-1-119-42248-8  Cloth  €122.00  Jan 2019  400pp
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Reliability Engineering and Services
Tongdan Jin


Guides engineers to design reliable products at a low cost

Assists service engineers in providing superior after-sales support

Enables managers to respond to the changing market and customer needs

Uses end-of-chapter case studies to illustrate industry best practice

Lifecycle approach to reliability, maintenance and spares provisioning
Series: Quality and Reliability Engineering Series 
ISBN: 978-1-119-16701-3  Cloth  €105.00  Jan 2019  500pp

The Industrial
Application of
Statistical
Quality Control
by Homer M
Sarasohn

The Industrial Application of Statistical Quality Control by Homer M Sarasohn
A Historical Perspective by W H Woodall

Nicholas Fisher, Yutaka Tanaka & William Woodall
CSIRO Division of Mathematics
Professor Woodall’s essay shows that this book represents a remarkable contribution, even by today’s
standards, because of its contemporary thinking about the relationship between the specific topic of
SQC and the broader company context of Quality Management. It also demonstrates the remarkable
awareness of at least some young US engineers in the post-war period about the vital role of Statistical
Quality Control in establishing and maintaining a competitive position. The book reveals that there was
unsuspected knowledge extant immediately post-war, about the importance of Statistical Quality Control
when appropriately applied in an industrial setting.
ISBN: 978-1-119-51493-0  Cloth  €119.00  Jan 2019  160pp

MECHANIC AL ENGINEERING

Nonlinear Beam and Cable Mechanics in Engineering Applications
Angelo Luongo & Daniele Zulli

Nonlinear models of elastic and visco-elastic one-dimensional continuous structures (beams and
cables) are formulated by the authors of this title. Several models of increasing complexity are
presented: straight/curved, planar/non-planar, extensible/inextensible, shearable/unshearable,
warping-unsensitive/sensitive, prestressed/unprestressed beams, both in statics and dynamics. Typical
engineering problems are solved via perturbation and/or numerical approaches, such as bifurcation
and stability under potential and/or tangential loads, parametric excitation, nonlinear dynamics and
aeroelasticity.
ISBN: 978-1-84821-607-5  Cloth  €182.00  Jan 2019  320pp
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Pub Date
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(€)

Page

978-0-85708-791-1

LEAD: 50 models for success in work and life

Greenway,
Blacknell,
Coombe

Paper

Sep 2018

€TBA

2

978-0-85708-793-5

Offline: Unplugging Your Brain in a Digital
World

Rashid, Kenner

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

3

978-1-119-51375-9

Authentic Marketing: How to Capture Hearts
and Minds by Embracing the Power of Good

Weber

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

4

978-1-119-53809-7

Elite: High Performance Lessons and Habits
from a Former Navy SEAL

Hays

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

4

978-1-119-47724-2

The Fearless Organization: Creating
Psychological Safety in the Workplace for
Learning, Innovation, and Growth

Edmondson

Cloth

Dec 2018

€32.90

5

978-1-119-52857-9

The Joy in Business: Innovative Ideas to Find
Positivity (and Profit) in Your Daily Work Life

Baldridge

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

5

978-1-119-51633-0

The Power of Understanding Yourself: The
Key to Self-Discovery, Personal Development,
and Being the Best You

Mitchell

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

6

978-1-119-52469-4

We: Men, Women, and the Decisive Formula
for Winning at Work

Anderson

Cloth

Oct 2018

€TBA

6

978-1-119-51077-2

#MakeoverMonday: Improving How We
Visualize and Analyze Data, One Chart at a
Time

Kriebel, Murray

Paper

Oct 2018

€41.90

6

Spivey

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

8

Lasser

Paper

Nov 2018

€TBA

10

Business

Consumer
978-1-119-53914-8

iPad For Seniors For Dummies

Qty

Wiley New Books January 2019 | Order Form

Title

ISBN

Finance and Accounting
978-1-119-53271-2

J.K. Lasser’s Your Income Tax 2019: For
Preparing Your 2018 Tax Return

978-1-119-52158-7

J.K. Lasser’s 1001 Deductions and Tax Breaks
2019: Your Complete Guide to Everything
Deductible

Weltman

Paper

Dec 2018

€TBA

10

978-1-119-51154-0

J.K. Lasser’s Small Business Taxes 2019: Your
Complete Guide to a Better Bottom Line

Weltman

Paper

Dec 2018

€24.90

10

978-1-119-15715-1

Accounting for Goodwill and Other Intangible
Assets

Black, Zyla

Cloth

Oct 2018

€77.90

11

978-1-119-15711-3

Transfer Pricing: Alternative Practical
Strategies

Carmichael

Cloth

Jan 2019

€89.90

11

978-1-119-40475-0

Machine Learning and Big Data with KDB+/Q

Bilokon,
Novotny

Cloth

Dec 2018

€77.90

11

978-1-119-35895-4

Advanced Strategies for Financial Services
Compliance

Haines

Cloth

Jan 2019

€77.90

11

978-1-119-48180-5

Corporate Financial Distress, Restructuring,
and Bankruptcy: Predict and Avoid
Bankruptcy, Analyze and Invest in Distressed
Debt, 4th Edition

Altman,
Hotchkiss,
Wang

Cloth

Jan 2019

€105.00

12

978-1-119-51034-5

Financial Independence (Getting to Point
X): A Comprehensive Tax-Smart Wealth
Management Guide, 2nd Edition

Vento

Cloth

Sep 2018

€42.90

12

978-1-119-53945-2

Modern Computational Finance: AAD and
Parallel Simulations

Savine,
Andersen

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

12

978-1-119-52776-3

Short Selling for the Long Term

Parnes

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

12
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978-1-119-53126-5

T. Rowe Price: The Man, The Company, and
The Investment Philosophy

Bond

Cloth

Dec 2018

€TBA

13

978-1-119-51629-3

The Conceptual Foundations of Investing: A
Short Book of Need-to-Know Essentials

Cornell, Cornell,
Cornell

Cloth

Oct 2018

€TBA

13

978-1-119-53312-2

The Wealth Dragon Way: The Why, the When
and the How to Become Infinitely Wealthy,
2nd Edition

Lee, Wong

Paper

Dec 2018

€TBA

13

978-1-945498-95-4

Understanding Business Valuation
Workbook: A Practical Guide To Valuing Small
To Medium Sized Businesses

Trugman

Paper

Sep 2018

€TBA

13

978-1-118-28140-6

The Little Book of Investing Like the Pros: Five
Steps for Picking Stocks

Rosenbaum

Cloth

Oct 2018

€25.90

14

978-1-119-53738-0

Introduction to Private Equity

Demaria

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

14

978-1-119-52931-6

Stock Trader’s Almanac 2019

Hirsch

Paper

Nov 2018

€TBA

14

978-1-119-34563-3

Agricultural Risk Transfer: From Insurance to
Reinsurance to Capital Markets

Hohl

Cloth

Dec 2018

€155.00

15

978-1-119-52220-1

Quantitative Financial Risk Management

Miller

Cloth

Nov 2018

€TBA

15

978-1-119-52219-5

Big Data and Machine Learning in
Quantitative Investment

Guida

Cloth

Dec 2018

€TBA

15

Smith,
Preminger,
Badlani,
Kavoussi

Cloth

Jan 2019

€349.00

17

Health Sciences

978-1-119-24135-5

Smith’s Textbook of Endourology, 2 Volume
Set, 4th Edition

978-1-119-28349-2

Endovascular Interventions

Wiley, Faries,
Conde, Dangas

Cloth

Dec 2018

€129.00

17

978-1-4443-3433-3

Evidence-based Obstetrics and Gynecology,
2nd Edition

Norwitz, Miller,
Zelop, Keefe

Cloth

Dec 2018

€195.00

18

978-1-119-42602-8

Inherited Bleeding Disorders in Women, 2nd
Edition

Kadir, James,
Lee

Cloth

Dec 2018

€209.00

18

978-1-119-22586-7

Innovative Research in Life Sciences:
Pathways to Scientific Impact, Public Health
Improvement, and Economic Progress

Balas

Cloth

Jan 2019

€105.00

18

978-1-119-28667-7

Advances in Esthetic Implant Dentistry

Elaskary

Cloth

Dec 2018

€162.00

18

978-1-119-14502-8

Clinical Cases in Dental Hygiene

Theile,
Weinberg,
Segelnick

Paper

Nov 2018

€TBA

19

Facos

Cloth

Sep 2018

€202.00

21

Dummies Press

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

21

Humanities and Social Sciences
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978-1-118-85636-9

A Companion to Nineteenth-Century Art

978-1-119-51454-1

Accuplacer For Dummmies with Online
Practice

978-1-119-37235-6

The Handbook of Social Control

Deflem

Cloth

Sep 2018

€155.00

21

978-1-4443-3832-4

Paradoxes Of Segregation: Housing Systems,
Welfare Regimes and Ethnic Residential
Change in Southern European Cities

Arbaci

Cloth

Jan 2019

€77.90

22

978-1-4443-3833-1

Paradoxes Of Segregation: Housing Systems,
Welfare Regimes and Ethnic Residential
Change in Southern European Cities

Arbaci

Paper

Jan 2019

€25.90

22

978-1-5095-2771-7

The Alps, An Environmental History

Mathieu

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

23

Qty

Title

Author

Binding

Pub Date

Price
(€)

Page

Boberg,
Nerbonne, Watt

Paper

Jan 2019

€57.90

24

Fernandez,
Cairns

Paper

Jan 2019

€57.90

24

Chapelle, Sauro

Paper

Jan 2019

€57.90

24

978-1-119-36124-4

The Handbook of Dialectology

978-1-119-09652-8

The Handbook of Psycholinguistics

978-1-119-10847-4

The Handbook of Technology and Second
Language Teaching and Learning

978-1-119-24145-4

The Handbook of Translation and Cognition

Schwieter,
Ferreira

Paper

Jan 2019

€57.90

24

978-1-5095-3231-5

Literature: Why It Matters

Eaglestone

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

25

978-1-5095-3232-2

Literature: Why It Matters

Eaglestone

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

25

978-1-119-10908-2

A Companion to Modern Chinese Literature

Zhang

Paper

Jan 2019

€42.90

26

978-1-119-10137-6

Shakespeare’s Theatre: A History

Dutton

Paper

Jan 2019

€32.90

26

978-1-119-10362-2

The Life of Charlotte Bronte: A Critical
Biography

Birch

Paper

Jan 2019

€32.90

26

978-1-5095-2008-4

Communication, A Post-Discipline

Waisbord

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

27

978-1-5095-2009-1

Communication, A Post-Discipline

Waisbord

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

27

978-1-119-22574-4

A Companion to Digital Art

Paul

Paper

Jan 2019

€57.90

28

978-1-119-04329-4

A Companion to the Gangster Film

Larke-Walsh

Paper

Sep 2018

€53.90

28

978-1-119-04166-5

A Companion to the Gangster Film

Larke-Walsh

Cloth

Sep 2018

€202.00

28

978-1-119-27620-3

Introduction to Digtial Media

Arvidsson,
Delfanti

Cloth

Jan 2019

€89.90

28

978-1-119-27621-0

Introduction to Digtial Media

Arvidsson,
Delfanti

Paper

Jan 2019

€36.90

28

978-1-5095-3215-5

Philosophy: Why It Matters

Beebee, Rush

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

29

978-1-5095-3216-2

Philosophy: Why It Matters

Beebee, Rush

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

29

978-1-5095-3483-8

The Second Coming

Berardi

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

30

978-1-5095-3484-5

The Second Coming

Berardi

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

30

978-1-5095-3195-0

Against Hate

Emcke

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

31

978-1-5095-3196-7

Against Hate

Emcke

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

31

978-1-5095-2728-1

Politics: Why It Matters

Gamble

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

32

978-1-5095-2729-8

Politics: Why It Matters

Gamble

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

32

978-1-5095-3468-5

The Silk Road Trap, How China’s Trade
Ambitions Challenge Europe

Holslag

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

33

978-1-5095-3469-2

The Silk Road Trap, How China’s Trade
Ambitions Challenge Europe

Holslag

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

33

978-1-5095-2581-2

Gender and Political Theory: Feminist
Reckonings

Hawkesworth

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

34

978-1-5095-2582-9

Gender and Political Theory: Feminist
Reckonings

Hawkesworth

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

34

978-1-5095-2461-7

The Future of British Foreign Policy Security
and Diplomacy in a World after Brexit

Hill

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

34

978-1-5095-2462-4

The Future of British Foreign Policy Security
and Diplomacy in a World after Brexit

Hill

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

34

978-1-5095-3462-3

The Rise of the Civilizational State

Coker

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

34
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978-1-5095-3463-0

The Rise of the Civilizational State

Coker

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

34

978-1-5095-2969-8

Theology and Religion: Why It Matters

Ward

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

35

978-1-5095-2970-4

Theology and Religion: Why It Matters

Ward

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

35

978-1-5095-3040-3

The Metric Society on the Quantification of
the Social

Mau

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

36

978-1-5095-3041-0

The Metric Society on the Quantification of
the Social

Mau

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

36

978-1-5095-2405-1

Social Policy, 3rd Edition

Dean

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

37

978-1-5095-2406-8

Social Policy, 3rd Edition

Dean

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

37

978-1-5095-0694-1

Undocumented Migration

Gonzales,
Sigona, Franco,
Papoutsi

Cloth

Jan 2019

€TBA

37

978-1-5095-3180-6

Undocumented Migration

Gonzales,
Sigona, Franco,
Papoutsi

Paper

Jan 2019

€TBA

37

Rose

Cloth

Jan 2019

€115.00

39

Frayn, Evans

Paper

Jan 2019

€55.90

39

Kalender

Cloth

Jan 2019

€59.90

39

Bensamoun

Cloth

Jan 2019

€89.90

40

Science
978-1-4051-1910-8

Atlantic Cod: Bio-ecology of the Fish

978-1-119-33143-8

Human Metabolism: A Regulatory
Perspective, 4th Edition

978-3-89578-471-2

Computed Tomography: Fundamentals,
System Technology, Image Quality,
Applications, 4th Edition

978-1-84821-548-1

Mechanical Properties of Soft Tissues with
MR Elastography Technique

978-3-527-34443-7

3D and 4D Printing in Biomedical
Applications: Process Engineering and
Additive Manufacturing

Maniruzzaman

Cloth

Dec 2018

€159.00

40

978-1-84821-612-9

Energy Storage in Transportation and
Buildings

Robyns,
Saudemont,
Davigny, Barry,
Kazmierczak,
Abbes, Francois

Cloth

Jan 2019

€149.00

40

978-1-84821-728-7

Operando, In-situ and Ex-situ: Techniques
for Advanced Investigation of Li-on Battery
Materials

Deschamps,
Masquelier,
Stievano

Cloth

Jan 2019

€99.90

40

978-1-84821-725-6

Multifunctional Electrodes Combining
Conversion and Energy Storage for Photorechargeable Batteries

Robert,
Sauvage

Cloth

Jan 2019

€99.90

41

978-1-84821-727-0

Multi-scale Modeling of Batteries and
Supercapacitors

Franco,
Salanne,
Doublet

Cloth

Jan 2019

€99.90

41

978-1-84821-739-3

Power Systems and Restructuring

Hadjsaid,
Sabonnadiere

Cloth

Jan 2019

€182.00

41

978-1-119-12517-4

Reliability Analysis for Asset Management of
Electric Power Grids

Ross

Cloth

Jan 2019

€97.90

41

978-1-118-91051-1

Handbook of Aerospace Electromagnetic
Compatibility

Perez

Cloth

Jan 2019

€155.00

42

Knight

Paper

Jan 2019

€55.90

44

Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction
978-1-119-49180-4

50

Hacking Connected Cars: Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures

Qty

Title
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Binding

Pub Date

Price
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Page

Albini,
Munaretto,
Fonseca

Cloth

Jan 2019

€99.90

44

Nogueira,
Cholda

Cloth

Jan 2019

€139.00

44

Ricci

Cloth

Jan 2019

€115.00

45

Sallam, Malik

Cloth

Jan 2019

€145.00

45

Ferro-Famil

Cloth

Jan 2019

€109.00

45

Liu, Chen

Cloth

Jan 2019

€122.00

45

Jin

Cloth

Jan 2019

€105.00

46

978-1-84821-767-6

Coded Content Distribution in DTN

978-1-84821-816-1

Resilience in Communication Networks

978-1-84821-824-6

Smart City: A New Approach to Building Cities

978-1-119-50931-8

Electric Distribution Systems

978-1-84821-618-1

Electromagnetic Imaging using Synthetic
Aperture Radar

978-1-119-42248-8

Dynamics and Control of Robotic Manipulator
with Contact and Friction

978-1-119-16701-3

Reliability Engineering and Services

978-1-119-51493-0

The Industrial Application of Statistical
Quality Control by Homer M Sarasohn: A
Historical Perspective by W H Woodall

Fisher, Tanaka,
Woodall

Cloth

Jan 2019

€119.00

46

978-1-84821-607-5

Nonlinear Beam and Cable Mechanics in
Engineering Applications

Luongo, Zulli

Cloth

Jan 2019

€182.00

46
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